Tasters: Genetic taste perception will influence wine selection
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bitter," she said. Another segment of
the population - the largest - tastes
PROP as somewhat bitter (mediumtasters). Another smaller segment can
barely detect PROP - or not taste it at
all (nontasters).

S&tJ

Chardonnay and vegetal Sauvignon

These differences in perception indi

blanc. Panels trained four weeks to

cate that certain consumers segments

become reproducible in rating
intensity of the flavor and aroma
attributes they had selected.

perceive wines much differently from
others, Rodriguez observed.

Descriptive analysis tests for Char
donnay and Sauvignon blanc wines
showed there was a

2 "Update" to go electronic
3 Afghan ag training continues
4 New water report released

USDA photo shows
custom-made flux chamber built

Tracking

to collect nitrous oxide escaping from soil
following nitrogen fertilizer application.

nitrous oxide
Study team aims to provide federal, state regulators
and industry with firm data on emissions from soil
(CO2) and methane (CH4). While CO2
gets most of the media attention,

millions tons - 80 percent - were
estimated to come from agricultural
lands.

Scientists understand how nitrogen

our atmosphere.

become nitrous oxide, which then drifts

gases.

^'Nitrous oxide is a very potent

up in the soil and escapes as a gas.

nitrous oxide is a serious contributor

to the detrimental effects of GHGs in

science Professor Dave Goorahoo,

greenhouse gas. While estimated
overall N2O emissions in the

who is leading a study on nitrous

United States are much lower than

oxide emissions in the Central

California portion of the project.

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is one of a trio of
compounds that scientists recognize
as major greenhouse gases (GHGs).
The other two are carbon dioxide

tastes.

to describe the wines,

CO2, their potential to affect the
atmosphere is significant"
Total U.S. N2O emissions were 469

on PROP taster status."

Research volunteers were recruited

and tested to obtain a panel of
nontasters and one of supertasters.
The panels were trained on two wine
types that might be expected to elicit
different perceptions in supertasters
as compared with nontasters - fruity

attributes they chose

from the start,

0

which could help to
gain a larger seg
ment of the popula

as well as their percep
tion of intensity for both
flavor and aroma attri

butes, Rodriguez said.

tion that likes wine."

%

For example, supertaster

panelists would describe a certain
wine with terms such as pine/resin
ous, brine, bell pepper, black pepper,
cat pee, crisp, citrus, and metallic,
whereas nontaster panelists would
describe the same wine as bell

pepper, pineapple, apple, peach,
grapefruit, and lemon. The super
taster panel rated all the attributes
that the panels hod in common at a
higher intensity than did the non
taster panel.

/'

With limited personnel
available in the first phase
of the research, the results

were significant but not
extensive. More work in this area

would be useful to the wine industry,

especially extending it into consumer
preference testing, Rodriguez said.
Funding for this project was provided
by the California State University
Agricultural Research Institute (ARl).
For more on the Wine Sensory Lab or
similar research, contact the author at
susanr@csufresno.edu.

While numerous studies have corre

lated N2O soil emissions to N fertilizer
application, many factors can affect

poissnbsy ujnjo^ sssjppv

the amount and duration of emissions.

These include air temperature; the
soil's temperature, moisture, carbon
content and texture; precipitation;

irrigation; crop type and tillage.

million tons in 2005, according to
federal records. Of that amount, 377

tions of wine consumers exist based

panels in terms of the

nitrification and denitrification, the

of soil emissions on greenhouse

Among the researchers is plant

and supertaster

fertilizer changes in the soil, Goorahoo
stated. It is commonly applied as the
chemical compound ammonium
nitrate. Through processes termed
compound breaks down, is used by
plants, and eventually re-bonds with
oxygen in different proportions to

and agencies have launched a
major study to provide federal
regulators with new data on the effect

Rodriguez and her M.S. student,
Caryn Chachulski, set out to acquire
more in-depth data on consumer

"We believe that supertasters will
experience different taste sensations
in various styles of wine than nontasters," Rodriguez said. "So our
objective was to use a sensory evalu
ation technique called descriptive
analysis to determine Iftwo popula

6 Wine tasters tested

several California universities

significant difference
between the nontaster

In this Issu

Airresearcli specialists from

Study aims to gain insights

"Based on PROP tasting status there
are at least two types of white wine
consumers," she said. "Such research
can help the wine
~ ,
industry present
preferred styles
of wines to people

See Nitrous on Page 5
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'Update' to go electronic
The"Update"newslet erwil

launch a new format this year
in order to enhance the timely

Fresno State ai
f/5

Ateamofresearchers led by

"Update" staff will compile a list of
readers who desire an electronic
version.

release of Information from
research conducted on behalf of

California's agricultural industry.

"Update," a key dissemination tool
for Fresno State's California Agricul

tural Technology Institute (CATI), has
been mailed quarterly to an audience
of over 5,000 readers for more than
two decades. While quarterly print
updates of our research results
provide a relatively quick method for
getting the word out, we want to use

Ifyou prefer to receive "Update"

possible. So please let us know If
your preference Is for electronic.

articles and announcements elec

tronically Instead of in print, simply
go to hffp://is.gd/catiupdafe and
complete the short form requesting
your email address. It's that simple.

CATI operates under Fresno State's
Jordan College of Agricultural
Sciences and Technology to support

and direct applied agricultural and
We value all of our readers and

natural resources research, develop

consider the timely transfer of

ment, and technology transfer aiming

applied research results to be a

to enhance the

critical function of our

efficiency, sustainabillty and profit-

visit our

our enhanced

.•

electronic capabili

electron'*®"''

ties to deliver infor

ability of Califorma agriculture.
Key research

mation more rapidly.

areas overseen

We will continue

offering "Update" in
a print version through
quarterly postal mailings for a time.
However, a digital version is being
designed and readied for delivery to
your email account on a more regular

research program. CATI has
been serving California's agricultural

industry for more than 25 years, and
we want to continue this high-priority
mission In the most efficient way

by CATI Include water and Irrigation
technology, viticulture and enology,
and agricultural business.
For more information, visit the CATI

website at http://cati.csufresno.edu
or call 559.278.2361.

basis - month to month or even more

frequently as the timeliness of re
search provides opportunity. There
fore, over the next few months

ADAPT program supports U.S. development objectives

Agricultural training for U.S.

military and civil personnel
headed to Afghanistan began

Update
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at Fresno State In 2010 at the

recommendation of U.S. Rep. Jim
Costa, Fresno.

Initial sessions, developed by the
California State University Con
sortium for International Develop
ment, provided training to Marines
from the 3rd Civil Affairs Group of
the 1st Division stationed at Camp

developing and offering the current
$3 million two-year grant.

With 80 percent of Afghanistan's
population dependent upon
agriculture for their economic
livelihood, agricultural develop
ment Is essential to establishing
stable rural communities, creating
employment opportunities and
reducing the threats of insurgency.

U.S. Department of Agriculture
officials learned of the program

Several U.S. international agencies.
Including the Agency for Interna
tional Development, are seeking
to capitalize on agriculture as a
resource for creating jobs and

and were so impressed, they
sought to expand the training by

enhancing economic development
across the war-torn country.

Pendleton, California.

a Fresno State agricultural
engineering specialist is
searching for ways to help

California farm operators Improve
dust control techniques. The work is
part of efforts to improve the air
quality In San Joaquin Valley.
Focus of the project, headed by plant

in humans.

Entrepreneurs In the ag industry have
responded by developing equipment
designed to reduce partlculate
emissions during field operations
such as disking. One type of unit

UPDATE • Winter 2011-12

Fresno State engineering

student Raj ArikapudI collects
filter sample from atube
connected to a wind tunnel at

science Professor Athanaslos Alexan-

sprays a water mist above the disk.

drou, is to verify the ability of a new
method for reducing dust emissions
from agricultural disking operations.

Texas A&M University. Photo to left
shows micro-dust samples that are

Itiswell documented that misting
causes cooling of the microclimate

introduced into thewind tunnel.

Rules overseen by the San Joaquin

in which it is introduced,

Valley Air Pollution Control District
require farmers to implement a
biennial plan to reduce dust and
PMIO emissions from farm activities

such as cultivation and harvesting.
"Farmers Implementing conservation
management practices contributed
significantly to recent improvements
in San Joaquin Valley air quality and
to the attainment of federal stan

dards regarding PMl 0." Alexandrou
said in outlining the study.
A PMl 0 particle measures 10 microns
(or milllonths of a meter) in diameter
and Is equal to about one-seventh

the width of a human hair. Though
extremely small, particles of this size.

"During disking operations, partlcu
late matter becomes airborne,"
Alexandrou said. "Our project investi
gates If the cooling of the microcli
mate caused by the mist reduces the
amount of regulated partlculate
matter emitted. We anticipate that
misting may become a conservation
practice in the valley," he said.

The second phase of the project
includes testing the various nozzles
(that generate different diameter
droplets) to determine the nozzle size
that achieves the best PMl 0 reduc

tion. This phase involved work at a
wind tunnel located at Texas A&M

University. Experiments were conduct

ed using various known partlculate
matter emissions under different

misting conditions, to determine the

effect of the droplet size on PMl 0.
The initial phase of the work Involved
in situ testing where the research
team mounted a misting unit on one
of the university's farm field disks.
The unit was on loan from its manu

facturer, Diamond E Manufacturing.
The unit consists of a 200-gallon
water tank, an electric pump, pipes,
two electronic eyes and sprinklers.
Temperature sensors also were

installed for monitoring air tempera
tures In the area of the mist spray and
dust plume.

"The data from the various test and

measurement techniques are currently
being analyzed, but a preliminary
analysis does confirm promising
findings," Alexandrou said. "There
are strong indications that a particular
size of droplets achieve better PMl 0
reductions."

"There is interest of the agricultural
industry In this project since it may
provide a conservation management
practice which will reduce fugitive
particulate matter emissions during
disking," Alexandrou sold. "At the
same time, Fresno State Is developing
know-how that could be used to

benefit our agricultural community."
This project has been partially funded
by the California State University
Agricultural Research Institute (ARl).

g^totefitted with misting unit is prepared for use in

Publication #120101

DUST

Including dust, soot, and d
materials, have been determined to
cause respiratory and other problems

UPDATEWinter 2011-12

For more information, contact Alexan
drou at aalexandrou@csufresno.edu.
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CAB

Center for Agricultural

iticulture and Enology Research Center

CAB to oversee U.S. training program

FresnoState's CenterforAgri

cultural Business (CAB) has
been tabbed as lead university
partner in a $3 million U.S.
Department of Agriculture grant
program to strengthen the capacity
of U.S. sponsored agriculture field
staff in Afghanistan. Their mission is
to provide outreach services to
Afghan farmers.
Nicknamed ADAPT (Agricultural
Development for Afghanistan PreDeployment Training), the program
provides training for both military
and civilian personnel preparing for
deployment to Afghanistan.

"This training provides U.S. govern
ment personnel with agricultural
knowledge that will enhance implementotion of their mission to help
create a more stable Afghanistan,"
stated ADAPT project director Bill
Erysian, coordinator of grants and
international projects for the Jordan
College of Agricultural Sciences and
Technology. The mission focuses on
economic development, governance
and agricultural sustalnabllity
The ADAPT program supports an
emerging U.S. foreign policy para-

Testing the tasters

Military and civilian personnel will visit
Fresno State prior to Afghanistan deployment
digm that promotes defense, dipiomacyand development.

geographic region the core
g^oup of trainees will encounter.

Universities team ud

Fresno State workshops will Include
visits to the university's 1,083-acre
agricultural laboratory to see a
multi-crop farm operation first hand.

Collaborating with Fresno State in the
effort are three other U.S. universities:

California Polytechnic
State University, San
Luis Oblspo; South
ern Illinois University
and Colorado State

Adapt

crop production,
irrigation methods,
soil composition and
post-harvest Issues.
Classroom-style lec-

One key factor in Fresno State being
selected for the program Is its geo
graphical location, Erysian said.

case studies and hands-on field

Afghar) agricultural issues for the

"Central California has nearly identi
cal agro-climatic characteristics as
Afghanistan, and therefore repre

sents the perfect location for training.
Nearly all crops grown in Afghanistan
are also grown here In California's
Central Valley," he said.

k"
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The ADAPT program supports the U.S.
government's commitment to train
and educate Afghans in all aspects of
agriculture and to strengthen the
Afghanistan Ministry of Agriculture,
Irrigation and Livestock In a sustain
able manner, Erysian said.

the wine - the consumer.

(center) outlines production practices to ADAPT program participants.

Research Center

(VERC). "Marketing
that there are various

categories of wine
consumers, and how

these groups differ,
so that wines can be

are especially sensitive to certain
food chemicals that incite the taste

of bitterness. This category of people
has been labeled "supertasters,"
Rodriguez said.

enology Research Fellow Susan
Rodriguez went in one recent effort to
scientifically discern the taste prefer
ences of potential wine drinkers.

The hypothesis of the project was
based on previous research showing
that humans have genetically differ
ent collections of taste "sensors"

"The 'supertaster' phenomenon Is

"It is Important for wlnemakers to
understand the consumer palates to
which they are catering in establish
ing the styles of wine they make," said

- scientifically termed fungiform
papillae - on their tongues. Based on
the density of papillae, some people,
about 25 percent of the population.

based on an individual's ability to
taste a chemical compound, 6-n-

2-propylthiouracil, or PROP, as very

See Tasters on Page 8

Retirement celebration to honor longtime professor Fugelsang

Alumni,friends andsupporters
of Fresno State's enology

Winery, the first university winery
fully licensed In the United States to

program are invited to gather

produce, bottle and sell wine.

for a retirement celebration March

24 honoring longtime

professor of enology.

have won more than 550

awards in major wine
competitions.

Since joining the
university in T972,
Fugelsang has taught

Fugelsang was ardent in
the field of research and

and directed hundreds
of students the science

Erysian at bille@csufresno.edu

and art of winemak

or visit the ADAPT website at

ing. He was a key
player In establishing

Under his guidance,
Fresno State students

Ken Fugelsang.

the Fresno State

[Fresno State organic crops research speciolist Sojeemas "Mint" Pasakdee 1

at Fresno State's

Viticulture and Enology

marketed to those predisposed to
that particular style of wine."

That's the direction Fresno State

For more information, contact

http://adaptafghan.org.

Rodriguez, who directs
the Wine Sensory Lab

directors need to know
While most research focuses on

both military civil affairs, government

2013 will be customized to address

in today's highly competitive
market, enologists rely heavily
on science to provide them with
information they need to craft high
quality wines.

fermentation techniques and chemical
processes occurring in the must Itself,
sometimes researchers turn to study
those who actually end up drinking

aid and NGO personnel, Erysian said. FreSHO OCation QKGy faCtOr

exercises to provide an extensive
overview of fundamental agricultural
issues in Afghanistan. Sessions
offered from now through the fall of

Inpursuingtheart ofwinemaking

Courses will focus on

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMEI^JT FOR
University. Among
AFGHANISTAN PRE-DEPLOYMENT TRAINING
tures will offer strate
them they will host
" —-•
24 one-week training sessions over
gies for Improving crop productivity,
the next two years, offering Instruc
market assessment techniques, and
tion to approximately 650 Individuals, livestock management.

Each university will draw from its own
faculty and other specialists for the
training. Instructors will use Afghan

Enology researcher focuses on genetic traits
of wine drinkers to determine taste preferences

Fresno State graduate students demonstrate
wine tasting at the university's wine
sensory laboratory.

publishing. He has been
a recipient or corecipient
of 50 research grants
totaling nearly $5 million

Ken Fugelsang

from Fresno State's

California Agricultural Technology
Institute (CATI), the California State
University Agricultural Research
Institute (ARI), the American Vine
yard Foundation, the Wine Institute,
the California Competitive Grant
Program and an assortment of
private industry partners. Fugelsang
will continue to teach part time but
is no longer active in research.
The event will be held at the Fort

Washington Country Club. For
details, visit the viticulture and
enology website at http://jcast.
csufresno.edu/ve and look under
news and events.
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Nitrous; More accurate field measurements needec
from Page 1

Researchers believe the data

Soil Factors aHccting N2Oproduction and emission
Tiie "leaky pipe Tlieor)"

"The reliability of estimates

collection will provide gov
ernment regulatory agencies,
as well as the agricultural
industry, with solid data for
use in controlling emissions
and establishing regulatory
guidelines.

six, 2009

with all these variables is

highly uncertain, which
stems, in part, from a lack
of field measurements in

NiQ

NO

NjO

NO

California," Goorahoo said.

\

\

So in a cooperative effort to
obtain more accurate data,

M

%

N,0

NO

"With the recent passage of
the Global Climate Change
Solution Act, quantifying N2O

NO N^O ,

Goorahoo and a team from

Fresno State have joined
NH/ -»

with scientists from the

-MlacralUaiion

University of California,

5

• Labile Csource

Davis and the California

Department of Land, Air and
Water Resources to monitor nitrous

oxide emissions from a variety of
Central Valley locations under
different conditions.

emissions from California

NUrlflcatlon.

DeoUiiflcatlon

^

agricultural land is vital to
RK])()X lUdtn.MIUniv

Graphic illustrates scientists' understanding
of how nitrogen, applied to soil os ammonium
nitrate fertilizer, breaks down, is used by plants,
then seeps out of the ground as nitrous oxide.

Goorahoo's study Is focused on
emissions from several cropping
systems, including cotton, corn and
vegetables. Through consultation
with industry cooperators, his team
selected monitoring sites around
Fresno County. At each site, they will
set up nitrogen fertilizer treatments

To determine N2O soil emissions
under the different treatments, the
researchers are using customdesigned air collection chambers
(pictured on Page 1). Gas samples
are collected periodically with syring
es and analyzed in the laboratory

ranging from 25 to 150 percent of

The sampling is continuing through
the spring and summer of this year.

normal application rates.

using a gas chromatograph (GC).

determining greenhouse gas

emission budgets to address
mandated reductions by 2020,"
Goorahoo said. "This project will
contribute to the advancement of

agronomically sound and environmen
tally safe use of fertilizers."
Collaborating with Goorahoo are
Fresno State's scientists Florence

Cassel Sharmo, Charies Krauter,
Shawn Ashkan and Bruce Roberts.

The work is partially funded by the
California State University Agricultural
Research Institute (ARI). For more
information, contact Goorahoo at

dgooraho@csufresno.edu.

Report focuses on presenting updated scientific data, cont'd, from pg. 4

2011 agricultural water use report releasec
New challenges prompt CIT group
to compile updated document

Anewresearchreport recently

released by Fresno State's
Center for Irrigation Technol
ogy (CIT) aims to enhance
high-level discussions of water use in
California. The authors hope it will
lead to practical solutions to Califor
nia's pressing water shortage issues.

Entitled "Agricultural Water Use in
California: A 2011 Update," the
76-page document updates existing
data on water use efficiency and
seeks to clarify misunderstandings
that could prejudice key decisions by
policy-makers.
"We realized that some of the existing
technical reports on water use in
California had become dated," stated
David Zoldoske, CIT director and one
of the three primary authors of the
report. "Since we have new challeng
es facing California agriculture, we

wanted

to present

updated
technical infor
mation that will
focus discussions on
how to solve our water

problems. We hope this
document will do that."

New ines of research
The 2011 report addresses topics
similar to those of a document issued

in 1982 by University Cooperative
Extension water specialists David C.
Davenport and Robert M. Hagan.
Much data in that narrative is still

considered relevant, Zoldoske said.
However, new research of California
water systems has provided addition

al information important to current
policy discussions, he added.

Key findings from 'Agricultural Water Use' report
The recently released report, "Agricultural Woter Use in California: A2011 Update," presents five key
findings drawn from the major research and dota collection. The findings are as follows:
• The estimated potential "new water" from ogriculturol water use efficiency is 1.3 percent of the
current amount used by California farmers - about 330,000 acre-feet per year. This represents

various individual systems can affect water movement and

desired levels. Groundwater overdraft can be addressed

supplies at a local level, essentially they are all part ofthe

by reducing pumping demands and/or increasing

same larger "bathtub," Zoldoske noted.

recharge efforts, Zoldoske said.

One key problem that threatens thefuture ofirrigated
agriculture and must beaddressed —is the overdraft of

"It is imperative that state leaders address these chal
lenges in an integrated manner," Zoldoske said.

' Changes in irrigation practices, such as sv/itching from flood to drip, offect rerouting of flows

Coauthors ofthe report ore Pete Canessa, agricultural
engineer and CIT program manager, and Sarge Green,

• Previous reallocation of agricultural water supplies for environmentol purposes represent at
least five percent of farm water diversions depending on water year.

underground aquifers, Zoldoske said.
"Groundwater overdraft exceeding two million acre-feet

per year continues to be a serious problem in certain
regions of California because of inconsistent and uncer
tain surface water supplies," the report states as one of its

key findings. The fact is - there is simply not enough devel

oped water available to serve all the interests attheir
UPDATE

Winter 201M2

also a CIT program manager.

To obtain a copy of the report, visit the CIT water pro

grams website at http://vww.californiawater.org.

about 0.5 percent of the state's total annual water use of 62.66 million acre-feet.

• Groundwater overdraft of about two million acre-feet per year continues to be aserious problem
in certain regions of California becouse of uncertain surfoce water supplies.

within aregion (or basin) but generally do not create new woter outside of the basin.

• On-farm water conservation efforts can affect downstream water distribution patterns, importing
plants, animals and recreation, os well as human and industrial consumptive uses. These effects

con be positive or negative end also inconsistent (e.g., on-form conservation could reduce acity's

water supply but improve the nonpoint source situation).

To view the complete report, visit the CIT water programs website at http://www.californiawater.org.

One ofseveral illustrations

used in the report depicts water
flow and how different irrigation systems
affect percolation and underground aquifers.
A major tenet of the new report
refutes claims made in some circles
that farmers are wasteful and ineffi

cient in managing their water re
sources, and that if only farm manag
ers would become more efficient in

water use, then there would be more
available for other statewide uses.

Little 'new water' exists
"The fact is there is not a lot of 'new

water' to be conserved in agricul
ture," Zoldoske said. Research into

the phenomenon of water basin
efficiency in California and the

Central Valley has found that little
potential exists for "new water"

unless large swaths of agricultural
land are taken out of production,
which technically is not water use
efficiency.

Sections of the new report discuss the

interrelationship of irrigation systems,
plant water use, percolation, and
movement of underground aquifers.
While the efficiency or inefficiency of

See Report on Page 5
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Goorahoo's study Is focused on
emissions from several cropping
systems, including cotton, corn and
vegetables. Through consultation
with industry cooperators, his team
selected monitoring sites around
Fresno County. At each site, they will
set up nitrogen fertilizer treatments

To determine N2O soil emissions
under the different treatments, the
researchers are using customdesigned air collection chambers
(pictured on Page 1). Gas samples
are collected periodically with syring
es and analyzed in the laboratory

ranging from 25 to 150 percent of

The sampling is continuing through
the spring and summer of this year.

normal application rates.

using a gas chromatograph (GC).

determining greenhouse gas

emission budgets to address
mandated reductions by 2020,"
Goorahoo said. "This project will
contribute to the advancement of

agronomically sound and environmen
tally safe use of fertilizers."
Collaborating with Goorahoo are
Fresno State's scientists Florence

Cassel Sharmo, Charies Krauter,
Shawn Ashkan and Bruce Roberts.

The work is partially funded by the
California State University Agricultural
Research Institute (ARI). For more
information, contact Goorahoo at

dgooraho@csufresno.edu.
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ogy (CIT) aims to enhance
high-level discussions of water use in
California. The authors hope it will
lead to practical solutions to Califor
nia's pressing water shortage issues.

Entitled "Agricultural Water Use in
California: A 2011 Update," the
76-page document updates existing
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"We realized that some of the existing
technical reports on water use in
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to present

updated
technical infor
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focus discussions on
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• The estimated potential "new water" from ogriculturol water use efficiency is 1.3 percent of the
current amount used by California farmers - about 330,000 acre-feet per year. This represents

various individual systems can affect water movement and

desired levels. Groundwater overdraft can be addressed

supplies at a local level, essentially they are all part ofthe

by reducing pumping demands and/or increasing

same larger "bathtub," Zoldoske noted.

recharge efforts, Zoldoske said.

One key problem that threatens thefuture ofirrigated
agriculture and must beaddressed —is the overdraft of

"It is imperative that state leaders address these chal
lenges in an integrated manner," Zoldoske said.

' Changes in irrigation practices, such as sv/itching from flood to drip, offect rerouting of flows

Coauthors ofthe report ore Pete Canessa, agricultural
engineer and CIT program manager, and Sarge Green,

• Previous reallocation of agricultural water supplies for environmentol purposes represent at
least five percent of farm water diversions depending on water year.

underground aquifers, Zoldoske said.
"Groundwater overdraft exceeding two million acre-feet

per year continues to be a serious problem in certain
regions of California because of inconsistent and uncer
tain surface water supplies," the report states as one of its

key findings. The fact is - there is simply not enough devel

oped water available to serve all the interests attheir
UPDATE
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also a CIT program manager.

To obtain a copy of the report, visit the CIT water pro

grams website at http://vww.californiawater.org.

about 0.5 percent of the state's total annual water use of 62.66 million acre-feet.

• Groundwater overdraft of about two million acre-feet per year continues to be aserious problem
in certain regions of California becouse of uncertain surfoce water supplies.

within aregion (or basin) but generally do not create new woter outside of the basin.

• On-farm water conservation efforts can affect downstream water distribution patterns, importing
plants, animals and recreation, os well as human and industrial consumptive uses. These effects

con be positive or negative end also inconsistent (e.g., on-form conservation could reduce acity's

water supply but improve the nonpoint source situation).

To view the complete report, visit the CIT water programs website at http://www.californiawater.org.

One ofseveral illustrations

used in the report depicts water
flow and how different irrigation systems
affect percolation and underground aquifers.
A major tenet of the new report
refutes claims made in some circles
that farmers are wasteful and ineffi

cient in managing their water re
sources, and that if only farm manag
ers would become more efficient in

water use, then there would be more
available for other statewide uses.

Little 'new water' exists
"The fact is there is not a lot of 'new

water' to be conserved in agricul
ture," Zoldoske said. Research into

the phenomenon of water basin
efficiency in California and the

Central Valley has found that little
potential exists for "new water"

unless large swaths of agricultural
land are taken out of production,
which technically is not water use
efficiency.

Sections of the new report discuss the

interrelationship of irrigation systems,
plant water use, percolation, and
movement of underground aquifers.
While the efficiency or inefficiency of

See Report on Page 5
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CAB

Center for Agricultural

iticulture and Enology Research Center

CAB to oversee U.S. training program

FresnoState's CenterforAgri

cultural Business (CAB) has
been tabbed as lead university
partner in a $3 million U.S.
Department of Agriculture grant
program to strengthen the capacity
of U.S. sponsored agriculture field
staff in Afghanistan. Their mission is
to provide outreach services to
Afghan farmers.
Nicknamed ADAPT (Agricultural
Development for Afghanistan PreDeployment Training), the program
provides training for both military
and civilian personnel preparing for
deployment to Afghanistan.

"This training provides U.S. govern
ment personnel with agricultural
knowledge that will enhance implementotion of their mission to help
create a more stable Afghanistan,"
stated ADAPT project director Bill
Erysian, coordinator of grants and
international projects for the Jordan
College of Agricultural Sciences and
Technology. The mission focuses on
economic development, governance
and agricultural sustalnabllity
The ADAPT program supports an
emerging U.S. foreign policy para-

Testing the tasters

Military and civilian personnel will visit
Fresno State prior to Afghanistan deployment
digm that promotes defense, dipiomacyand development.

geographic region the core
g^oup of trainees will encounter.

Universities team ud

Fresno State workshops will Include
visits to the university's 1,083-acre
agricultural laboratory to see a
multi-crop farm operation first hand.

Collaborating with Fresno State in the
effort are three other U.S. universities:

California Polytechnic
State University, San
Luis Oblspo; South
ern Illinois University
and Colorado State

Adapt

crop production,
irrigation methods,
soil composition and
post-harvest Issues.
Classroom-style lec-

One key factor in Fresno State being
selected for the program Is its geo
graphical location, Erysian said.

case studies and hands-on field

Afghar) agricultural issues for the

"Central California has nearly identi
cal agro-climatic characteristics as
Afghanistan, and therefore repre

sents the perfect location for training.
Nearly all crops grown in Afghanistan
are also grown here In California's
Central Valley," he said.

k"

if - •t'r.

. ... a /

The ADAPT program supports the U.S.
government's commitment to train
and educate Afghans in all aspects of
agriculture and to strengthen the
Afghanistan Ministry of Agriculture,
Irrigation and Livestock In a sustain
able manner, Erysian said.

the wine - the consumer.

(center) outlines production practices to ADAPT program participants.

Research Center

(VERC). "Marketing
that there are various

categories of wine
consumers, and how

these groups differ,
so that wines can be

are especially sensitive to certain
food chemicals that incite the taste

of bitterness. This category of people
has been labeled "supertasters,"
Rodriguez said.

enology Research Fellow Susan
Rodriguez went in one recent effort to
scientifically discern the taste prefer
ences of potential wine drinkers.

The hypothesis of the project was
based on previous research showing
that humans have genetically differ
ent collections of taste "sensors"

"The 'supertaster' phenomenon Is

"It is Important for wlnemakers to
understand the consumer palates to
which they are catering in establish
ing the styles of wine they make," said

- scientifically termed fungiform
papillae - on their tongues. Based on
the density of papillae, some people,
about 25 percent of the population.

based on an individual's ability to
taste a chemical compound, 6-n-

2-propylthiouracil, or PROP, as very

See Tasters on Page 8

Retirement celebration to honor longtime professor Fugelsang

Alumni,friends andsupporters
of Fresno State's enology

Winery, the first university winery
fully licensed In the United States to

program are invited to gather

produce, bottle and sell wine.

for a retirement celebration March

24 honoring longtime

professor of enology.

have won more than 550

awards in major wine
competitions.

Since joining the
university in T972,
Fugelsang has taught

Fugelsang was ardent in
the field of research and

and directed hundreds
of students the science

Erysian at bille@csufresno.edu

and art of winemak

or visit the ADAPT website at

ing. He was a key
player In establishing

Under his guidance,
Fresno State students

Ken Fugelsang.

the Fresno State

[Fresno State organic crops research speciolist Sojeemas "Mint" Pasakdee 1

at Fresno State's

Viticulture and Enology

marketed to those predisposed to
that particular style of wine."

That's the direction Fresno State

For more information, contact

http://adaptafghan.org.

Rodriguez, who directs
the Wine Sensory Lab

directors need to know
While most research focuses on

both military civil affairs, government

2013 will be customized to address

in today's highly competitive
market, enologists rely heavily
on science to provide them with
information they need to craft high
quality wines.

fermentation techniques and chemical
processes occurring in the must Itself,
sometimes researchers turn to study
those who actually end up drinking

aid and NGO personnel, Erysian said. FreSHO OCation QKGy faCtOr

exercises to provide an extensive
overview of fundamental agricultural
issues in Afghanistan. Sessions
offered from now through the fall of

Inpursuingtheart ofwinemaking

Courses will focus on

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMEI^JT FOR
University. Among
AFGHANISTAN PRE-DEPLOYMENT TRAINING
tures will offer strate
them they will host
" —-•
24 one-week training sessions over
gies for Improving crop productivity,
the next two years, offering Instruc
market assessment techniques, and
tion to approximately 650 Individuals, livestock management.

Each university will draw from its own
faculty and other specialists for the
training. Instructors will use Afghan

Enology researcher focuses on genetic traits
of wine drinkers to determine taste preferences

Fresno State graduate students demonstrate
wine tasting at the university's wine
sensory laboratory.

publishing. He has been
a recipient or corecipient
of 50 research grants
totaling nearly $5 million

Ken Fugelsang

from Fresno State's

California Agricultural Technology
Institute (CATI), the California State
University Agricultural Research
Institute (ARI), the American Vine
yard Foundation, the Wine Institute,
the California Competitive Grant
Program and an assortment of
private industry partners. Fugelsang
will continue to teach part time but
is no longer active in research.
The event will be held at the Fort

Washington Country Club. For
details, visit the viticulture and
enology website at http://jcast.
csufresno.edu/ve and look under
news and events.
UPDATE
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'Update' to go electronic
The"Update"newslet erwil

launch a new format this year
in order to enhance the timely

Fresno State ai
f/5

Ateamofresearchers led by

"Update" staff will compile a list of
readers who desire an electronic
version.

release of Information from
research conducted on behalf of

California's agricultural industry.

"Update," a key dissemination tool
for Fresno State's California Agricul

tural Technology Institute (CATI), has
been mailed quarterly to an audience
of over 5,000 readers for more than
two decades. While quarterly print
updates of our research results
provide a relatively quick method for
getting the word out, we want to use

Ifyou prefer to receive "Update"

possible. So please let us know If
your preference Is for electronic.

articles and announcements elec

tronically Instead of in print, simply
go to hffp://is.gd/catiupdafe and
complete the short form requesting
your email address. It's that simple.

CATI operates under Fresno State's
Jordan College of Agricultural
Sciences and Technology to support

and direct applied agricultural and
We value all of our readers and

natural resources research, develop

consider the timely transfer of

ment, and technology transfer aiming

applied research results to be a

to enhance the

critical function of our

efficiency, sustainabillty and profit-

visit our

our enhanced

.•

electronic capabili

electron'*®"''

ties to deliver infor

ability of Califorma agriculture.
Key research

mation more rapidly.

areas overseen

We will continue

offering "Update" in
a print version through
quarterly postal mailings for a time.
However, a digital version is being
designed and readied for delivery to
your email account on a more regular

research program. CATI has
been serving California's agricultural

industry for more than 25 years, and
we want to continue this high-priority
mission In the most efficient way

by CATI Include water and Irrigation
technology, viticulture and enology,
and agricultural business.
For more information, visit the CATI

website at http://cati.csufresno.edu
or call 559.278.2361.

basis - month to month or even more

frequently as the timeliness of re
search provides opportunity. There
fore, over the next few months

ADAPT program supports U.S. development objectives

Agricultural training for U.S.

military and civil personnel
headed to Afghanistan began

Update
Opdale is published quarterly by ibe
California Agricultural Technology Institute
atCalifornia State University, Fresno

Jordan College of Agricultural
Sciences and Technology
Joe Bezerra, CATI Director of Operations
Steve Olson, Publications Editor
Phone 559.278.2361 •

Fax 559.278.4849

Web http://cati.csufresno.edu
1/pi/offi Winter 2011-12

at Fresno State In 2010 at the

recommendation of U.S. Rep. Jim
Costa, Fresno.

Initial sessions, developed by the
California State University Con
sortium for International Develop
ment, provided training to Marines
from the 3rd Civil Affairs Group of
the 1st Division stationed at Camp

developing and offering the current
$3 million two-year grant.

With 80 percent of Afghanistan's
population dependent upon
agriculture for their economic
livelihood, agricultural develop
ment Is essential to establishing
stable rural communities, creating
employment opportunities and
reducing the threats of insurgency.

U.S. Department of Agriculture
officials learned of the program

Several U.S. international agencies.
Including the Agency for Interna
tional Development, are seeking
to capitalize on agriculture as a
resource for creating jobs and

and were so impressed, they
sought to expand the training by

enhancing economic development
across the war-torn country.

Pendleton, California.

a Fresno State agricultural
engineering specialist is
searching for ways to help

California farm operators Improve
dust control techniques. The work is
part of efforts to improve the air
quality In San Joaquin Valley.
Focus of the project, headed by plant

in humans.

Entrepreneurs In the ag industry have
responded by developing equipment
designed to reduce partlculate
emissions during field operations
such as disking. One type of unit

UPDATE • Winter 2011-12

Fresno State engineering

student Raj ArikapudI collects
filter sample from atube
connected to a wind tunnel at

science Professor Athanaslos Alexan-

sprays a water mist above the disk.

drou, is to verify the ability of a new
method for reducing dust emissions
from agricultural disking operations.

Texas A&M University. Photo to left
shows micro-dust samples that are

Itiswell documented that misting
causes cooling of the microclimate

introduced into thewind tunnel.

Rules overseen by the San Joaquin

in which it is introduced,

Valley Air Pollution Control District
require farmers to implement a
biennial plan to reduce dust and
PMIO emissions from farm activities

such as cultivation and harvesting.
"Farmers Implementing conservation
management practices contributed
significantly to recent improvements
in San Joaquin Valley air quality and
to the attainment of federal stan

dards regarding PMl 0." Alexandrou
said in outlining the study.
A PMl 0 particle measures 10 microns
(or milllonths of a meter) in diameter
and Is equal to about one-seventh

the width of a human hair. Though
extremely small, particles of this size.

"During disking operations, partlcu
late matter becomes airborne,"
Alexandrou said. "Our project investi
gates If the cooling of the microcli
mate caused by the mist reduces the
amount of regulated partlculate
matter emitted. We anticipate that
misting may become a conservation
practice in the valley," he said.

The second phase of the project
includes testing the various nozzles
(that generate different diameter
droplets) to determine the nozzle size
that achieves the best PMl 0 reduc

tion. This phase involved work at a
wind tunnel located at Texas A&M

University. Experiments were conduct

ed using various known partlculate
matter emissions under different

misting conditions, to determine the

effect of the droplet size on PMl 0.
The initial phase of the work Involved
in situ testing where the research
team mounted a misting unit on one
of the university's farm field disks.
The unit was on loan from its manu

facturer, Diamond E Manufacturing.
The unit consists of a 200-gallon
water tank, an electric pump, pipes,
two electronic eyes and sprinklers.
Temperature sensors also were

installed for monitoring air tempera
tures In the area of the mist spray and
dust plume.

"The data from the various test and

measurement techniques are currently
being analyzed, but a preliminary
analysis does confirm promising
findings," Alexandrou said. "There
are strong indications that a particular
size of droplets achieve better PMl 0
reductions."

"There is interest of the agricultural
industry In this project since it may
provide a conservation management
practice which will reduce fugitive
particulate matter emissions during
disking," Alexandrou sold. "At the
same time, Fresno State Is developing
know-how that could be used to

benefit our agricultural community."
This project has been partially funded
by the California State University
Agricultural Research Institute (ARl).

g^totefitted with misting unit is prepared for use in

Publication #120101

DUST

Including dust, soot, and d
materials, have been determined to
cause respiratory and other problems

UPDATEWinter 2011-12

For more information, contact Alexan
drou at aalexandrou@csufresno.edu.
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Tasters: Genetic taste perception will influence wine selection
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horn Page 6
bitter," she said. Another segment of
the population - the largest - tastes
PROP as somewhat bitter (mediumtasters). Another smaller segment can
barely detect PROP - or not taste it at
all (nontasters).

S&tJ

Chardonnay and vegetal Sauvignon

These differences in perception indi

blanc. Panels trained four weeks to

cate that certain consumers segments

become reproducible in rating
intensity of the flavor and aroma
attributes they had selected.

perceive wines much differently from
others, Rodriguez observed.

Descriptive analysis tests for Char
donnay and Sauvignon blanc wines
showed there was a

2 "Update" to go electronic
3 Afghan ag training continues
4 New water report released

USDA photo shows
custom-made flux chamber built

Tracking

to collect nitrous oxide escaping from soil
following nitrogen fertilizer application.

nitrous oxide
Study team aims to provide federal, state regulators
and industry with firm data on emissions from soil
(CO2) and methane (CH4). While CO2
gets most of the media attention,

millions tons - 80 percent - were
estimated to come from agricultural
lands.

Scientists understand how nitrogen

our atmosphere.

become nitrous oxide, which then drifts

gases.

^'Nitrous oxide is a very potent

up in the soil and escapes as a gas.

nitrous oxide is a serious contributor

to the detrimental effects of GHGs in

science Professor Dave Goorahoo,

greenhouse gas. While estimated
overall N2O emissions in the

who is leading a study on nitrous

United States are much lower than

oxide emissions in the Central

California portion of the project.

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is one of a trio of
compounds that scientists recognize
as major greenhouse gases (GHGs).
The other two are carbon dioxide

tastes.

to describe the wines,

CO2, their potential to affect the
atmosphere is significant"
Total U.S. N2O emissions were 469

on PROP taster status."

Research volunteers were recruited

and tested to obtain a panel of
nontasters and one of supertasters.
The panels were trained on two wine
types that might be expected to elicit
different perceptions in supertasters
as compared with nontasters - fruity

attributes they chose

from the start,

0

which could help to
gain a larger seg
ment of the popula

as well as their percep
tion of intensity for both
flavor and aroma attri

butes, Rodriguez said.

tion that likes wine."

%

For example, supertaster

panelists would describe a certain
wine with terms such as pine/resin
ous, brine, bell pepper, black pepper,
cat pee, crisp, citrus, and metallic,
whereas nontaster panelists would
describe the same wine as bell

pepper, pineapple, apple, peach,
grapefruit, and lemon. The super
taster panel rated all the attributes
that the panels hod in common at a
higher intensity than did the non
taster panel.

/'

With limited personnel
available in the first phase
of the research, the results

were significant but not
extensive. More work in this area

would be useful to the wine industry,

especially extending it into consumer
preference testing, Rodriguez said.
Funding for this project was provided
by the California State University
Agricultural Research Institute (ARl).
For more on the Wine Sensory Lab or
similar research, contact the author at
susanr@csufresno.edu.

While numerous studies have corre

lated N2O soil emissions to N fertilizer
application, many factors can affect

poissnbsy ujnjo^ sssjppv

the amount and duration of emissions.

These include air temperature; the
soil's temperature, moisture, carbon
content and texture; precipitation;

irrigation; crop type and tillage.

million tons in 2005, according to
federal records. Of that amount, 377

tions of wine consumers exist based

panels in terms of the

nitrification and denitrification, the

of soil emissions on greenhouse

Among the researchers is plant

and supertaster

fertilizer changes in the soil, Goorahoo
stated. It is commonly applied as the
chemical compound ammonium
nitrate. Through processes termed
compound breaks down, is used by
plants, and eventually re-bonds with
oxygen in different proportions to

and agencies have launched a
major study to provide federal
regulators with new data on the effect

Rodriguez and her M.S. student,
Caryn Chachulski, set out to acquire
more in-depth data on consumer

"We believe that supertasters will
experience different taste sensations
in various styles of wine than nontasters," Rodriguez said. "So our
objective was to use a sensory evalu
ation technique called descriptive
analysis to determine Iftwo popula

6 Wine tasters tested

several California universities

significant difference
between the nontaster

In this Issu

Airresearcli specialists from

Study aims to gain insights

"Based on PROP tasting status there
are at least two types of white wine
consumers," she said. "Such research
can help the wine
~ ,
industry present
preferred styles
of wines to people

See Nitrous on Page 5
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